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My daughter’s father and I had an extremely rocky start to our co-parenting relationship. We
still, and probably will always, tend to bicker about things sometimes. And yes, on rare
occasions (well lately the occasion is rare), we have full blown arguments. Typically, through
text messages.
I have excluded my daughter and my co-parent’s name, as well as his text messages. However,
here are some of the receipts of messages I’m responsible for sending him.
Text Message A
Lol my environment is questionable 💀. That’s hilarious. But I’m about to vent real quick, kus I
have time today.
How do I fail to realize something that I’m responsible for? Let’s get something straight, you’re in
…….) life to the extent that you are because I ALLOW YOU TO BE. Because I see the benefits of
you being an involved father.
Since Day 1 (which of course you weren’t there for) I’ve been doing everything in my power to
make sure that …….. had a relationship with you, even when you were too ignorant to accept it.
You are the MOST ungrateful person I have yet to come across when it comes to parenting. I don’t
need you to kiss my ass, but stop mistaking me being a responsible parent for someone “coming for
you”. If that’s coming for you, then don’t expect it to stop anytime soon. “StOp WoRryIng AbOuT
Me” . I’m worried about my daughter. Get your ducks in a row and keep them there.
PLEASE EXCUSE MY LANGUAGE... but
You’re so fucking insecure that you mistake me parenting for “down playing others”. …… NO
ONE FEELS DOWNPLAYED BUT YOU! You always have said that stupid shit. Sometimes I
regret begging you to get a DNA test. Because this shit is for the birds.
You want me to be a bitter baby mama so bad, you complain about everything that I fucking do or
say to you. People pray that their child’s mother is half of what I am.
Meanwhile Your sorry ass couldn’t even tell me Happy Mother’s Day.
Let me VERY clear; Everything I do, everything I say to you, every action I take, is not because of
You, it is because of …….. ! If it wasn’t for her, I could care less if you fell off of the face of the
earth RIGHT NOW. But because you are her father, I’m going to tolerate you. She didn’t ask to be
here, and she didn’t ask for us to be her parents. But she’s here, and we are, and WE ARE GOING
TO WORK TOGETHER to parent. So put your ego aside, and work with me, like I try so damn
hard to work with you.

Text Message B

1
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Hey …….! Hope all is well. Quick question, does the daycare schedule for next week
need to change at all?

These text messages were only around a month apart. Does this mean my co-parenting
relationship is in shambles? Am I emotionally unstable? Is my co-parent a dead-beat dad? The
answer to every single one of these questions is “absolutely not”. Conflict is natural in any
relationship. A relationship that requires you to raise a human being, will likely require conflict.
This also means that it requires healthy communication. As I reflect on these text messages, I am
not ashamed of what I said, nor do I regret the way I felt. In both text messages, I mention my
child, and she is the motivation behind pressing the send button. However, in text message A, my
frustrations with her father are revealed.
This is noteworthy. Much of co-parenting research focuses on the benefits and
disadvantages the relationship between parents, poses for children. But what about the parents?
In text message A, I was fed up, I wanted my feelings to be validated. My co-parent wanted the
same for himself. Without text message A, the “hope all is well”, in text message B, may have
never happened, and may not have been sincere.
I wish for all co-parenting partners to be able to go from text message A to text message
B. Although all co-parenting relationships are important, all are not created equal. The way we
interact with one another is based on several factors, one being our cultural backgrounds.

As a Black woman, it is so easy for me to gravitate towards the Black single mother
narrative. That ease is a result of the overshadowed narrative of Black fathers.
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To better understand the co-parenting relationships and strategies that exist for Black
parents and gain perspective on the experiences of Black fathers, I performed an ethnography of
communication EOC using YouTube videos created by members of the Black speech
community.

Literature Review
Ethnography is a qualitative method that historically attempts to gain a thorough
understanding of native cultures. Critical, classical, and auto-ethnography all have specific
definitions, but all describe social and cultural life. All variations of ethnographic study share a
common goal of studying and recording human interactions that help to define a culture (SavilleTroike, 2003). Hymes posits that speaking is a system of communication that allows an insider to
possess knowledge that those outside of the speech community, neither share nor understand
(1962). An ethnographer of communication aims to learn these shared codes, which leads to
understanding the knowledge necessary for being competent in a particular speech community
(Hymes,1972) (Saville-Troike, 2003). “EOC assumes that communication simultaneously uses
multiple channels (e.g., verbal and nonverbal) and codes to create meaningful interaction.”
(Lindlof & Taylor, 2019, p.61). For someone who studies the ethnography of communication,
the focus lies on cultural codes within speech communities (Fitch,1994). Speech communities
rely on communication, and the speech codes that exist within it, to facilitate significant matters
(Saville-Troike, 2003) (Carbaugh, 2015). EOC situates communicative practices, within the
broader social context, helping researchers unveil what it means to be a member of the society
(Phillipsen, 2005). Speech codes refer to “historically enacted socially constructed system of
terms, meanings, premises, and rules pertaining to communicative conduct” (Bella & Mody,
2002, p.56).
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EOC is not to be confused with the simple linguistic study. Hymes ultimately argues that
language, informed by communication, offers a context for culture (1964). How and why
language use occurs tells us more about a culture than the language itself (Saville-Troike, 2003).
The family structure, as diverse as it ranges, can connect people genetically, socially, and
culturally. The shared genes, cultures, and beliefs about social support, families being considered
speech communities in and of themselves. A group is regarded as a speech community when
they share the use, value, and interpretation of language (Saville-Troike, 2003). This definition is
helpful because it does not limit speech communities to geographic regions or a specific
language. Speech communities can exist in several different geographic locations and virtually
(Boellstorff, 2008). They can exist on both very grand, and microscopic scales, being bound by
geographical, social, or political boundaries.
The family structure of primary focus in this ethnography of communication are families
in the Black community. The Black community is already a speech community, identifying by
race residing in mostly urban n geographic locations, communicative practices such as codeswitching (Koch et al., 2001), and speaking Black Vernacular English (Smitherman, 1986). As
well as the Black community using a specific variety of the English language, Black families are
also historically and structurally unique. Single Black mothers lead many households, and the
fathers are assumed to be missing or uninvolved (Reynolds, 2009). According to the 2010 U.S.
Census, more than 70% of Black children were born out of wed-lock (Bureau of Census 2010).
For most Black mothers and fathers, co-parenting is ideal( McLanahan and Carlson 2002)
(Roy and Burton 2007). Co-parenting is when two people make a mutual agreement to be
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equally responsible for a child (Van Egeren & Hawkins,2004). McHale and colleagues define
co-parenting as:
“the extent to which mothers and fathers work together in the tasks of childrearing,
including supporting one another in their parenting roles, backing up one another in their
childrearing decisions and disciplinary practices, and conveying consistent socialization
messages to their offspring” (2006, p.1391).
Co-parenting communication is the communicative interaction between co-parents.
Through dialogue, co-parents can either support or undermine one another. Adamson & Pasley
posit that co-parenting is distinct from other interparental relationships (2006) because it solely
focuses on parenting matters (McHale et al., 2002). There are co-parent communication studies
on marital families (McHale et al., 2002), post-divorce families, and step-families (Schrodt,
2006). Although co-parent communication should be child-centered, interparental conflict,
associated with non-co-parenting matters may arise when family roles change, due to factors
such as divorce or remarriage.
The topic of co-parenting is a steadily growing body of research. As it develops, it is vital
that the perspectives and experiences of different kinds of families, such as those with nonmarital co-parents and Black families, are considered and included (Jones et al., 2019). While
adding Black families in the research, non-custodial Black fathers must have a platform to share
their experiences (McHale and Phares 2015). The more represented Black fathers are in research,
the more likely it is for effective programming and resources to take shape that will be beneficial
for them, and the holistic Black family (McHale and Phares 2015).
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Social media and other online resources can help to locate the narratives of Black coparenting experiences from both mothers and fathers. Ethnographic work in online environments
is legitimate as those that o physical areas (Sumiala & Tikka, 2013);(Boellstorff, 2008).
YouTube offers a vast amount of narrative data on a digital platform explicitly, through
vlogging, making it an ideal place to do ethnography online, especially being that community
and culture are recreated in online spaces, (Tolson,2010);(Sumiala & Tikka,
2013);(Kozinets,2010). Performing an ethnography of communication online, specifically on
YouTube, will allow the application of participant observation (Boellstorff, 2008). Lindlof and
Taylor suggest that this means “becoming an active and involved” member of a group, and
interacting with the speech community in a manner that is “non-threatening” (2019.p3).
YouTube is a public video-sharing platform (Arthurs et al., 2018), which will allow me easy, and
welcomed access to examine the communicative patterns of Black people who share their coparenting experiences.
Speech Community
The speech community that is studied in this EOC, is the Black community. This speech
community identifies by race, resides mostly in urban geographic locations, and uses
communicative practices such as code-switching (Koch et al., 2001) and speaking Black
Vernacular English (Smitherman, 1986).The Black community was selected because it is a
speech community that I am a member of1. From the time my child was conceived, and still
today, I constantly am searching for solutions and recommendations for being a better parent to

1

I am a Black woman who is a mother to a wonderful three year old little girl. Her father is also Black. He and I
were not in a romantic relationship when she was conceived, and decided not to attempt one once she was born.
We consider ourselves to be co-parenting partners.
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her, and a better co-parent for her father. I typically seek this advice on platforms such as
YouTube. Studying the Black speech community’s codes and patterns can help me to better
understand the best practices for co-parenting communication, and how conflict and tension can
be limited or avoided.
Communicative Site
For ethnography, researchers typically spend a lot of time in the field2 unless they are
analyzing a single event. Being that this is an ethnography of communication, using YouTube as
the ethnographic site offers unique benefits. YouTube is a well-known American video-sharing
platform, that is free for the public. It is distinct because the plethora of videos the platform
showcases, represents a wide range of speech communities. Although the wide range may seem
to present itself as a challenge to good ethnographic research, there are specific qualities that
supported my choice to select YouTube as the ethnographic site. The first feature is the large
majority of videos created by amateurs. This was key to my ethnography. Although these
individuals may be amateurs at video production, they are able to provide the authenticity
necessary for learning about the speech community. The second key quality is the visual and
auditory components. Without seeing and hearing the members in the speech community, it
would be difficult to identify whether they truly belong to the community or not. On a majority
of social sharing platforms, people can identify themselves with pictures, as well as revealing
their identity through text. However, it is still uncertain that this is the person’s true identity. In
addition to people revealing their identities verbally, having the ability to see videos of the

2

“Classical ethnographers spend weeks, months, or years living in and among cultures in order to resist
colonialism and the reach of imperialism.” (Hepburn, 2016,p.51)
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people on the screen, I am able to quickly identify their racial background. The audio component
assists in hearing the key in which they speak, and helps me to better analyze message content
and form. The combinations of these factors are extremely important because it contributes to a
more holistic communicative awareness.
Method
Due to time constraints, I could only watch a limited number of videos. The number of
videos I selected to watch was 100. The average length of these videos were 15 minutes. The
total length of the playlist was 25 hours and 8 minutes. These videos were either produced by or
featured members of the speech community. I used common knowledge of the speech
community3 to search for relevant content. I aimed to find videos that discussed co-parenting
conflict, mediation, and communication.
I used Google to search for the videos. In the search bar I typed in “youtube.com:[insert
term/phrase] (Figure 1). I searched for the following words: ‘baby mama”, “baby daddy”,
“drama”, “co-parenting”, “Black”, “dead beat”, and “bitter”.
I then wrote down the total number of results yielded (Figure 2). After searching the terms I
made sure I filtered for videos only, as opposed to movies, or playlists. I sorted the videos by
upload date, and watched them from oldest to newest. Millions of results generated when
searching these terms. However, I initially chose videos to put on the playlist based on
thumbnails and video titles. If the thumbnails had a Black person pictured who appeared to be an

3

My common knowledge is a product of my experience being a member of the black speech community. These
are terms that I have used in the past, or even use presently when describing interactions I have with my coparent.
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adult, and the title, written in English, fell in alignment with the searched terms, it was added to
the playlist titled “Co-parenting research” (Whickum,2020).

I wanted to add videos to the playlist that the Black community are likely to seek out. Members
of the speech community are more likely to seek videos that provide information from people
who look like them, or appear to be able to relate to them, hence making the source and
information more credible.
I watched all the videos once, as if I were a member of the speech community. Being that
these videos were not tutorials, it is unlikely that people would watch them multiple times. I
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watched each video and completed the analysis of 9 of the 11 salient components suggested by
Hymes (1967). Against the recommendation of Saville-Troike, I did not prepare a list of genres
or topics, or other salient features, prior to watching the videos(2003). As I watched the videos, I
did take informal notes in addition to briefly covering the components. In an effort to be fully
immersed in the content I did not watch the videos in one sitting. I watched two hours of content
each day. If I started a video that would go past the two-hour mark, I would finish watching the
video. I followed this method until the video playlist was watched completely.
Analyzed Components
1. The genre, or type of event (e.g. joke, story, lecture, greeting, conversation)
2. The topic, or referential focus
3. The purpose or function, both of the event in general and in terms of the interaction goals of individual
participants
4. The setting, including location, time of day, season of year, and physical aspects of the situation (e.g. size of
room, arrangement of furniture)
5. The key, or emotional tone of the event (e.g. serious, sarcastic, jocular)
6. The participants, including their age, sex, ethnicity, social status, or other relevant categories, and their
relationship to one another
7. The message form, including both vocal and nonvocal channels, and the nature of the code which is used
(e.g. which language, and which variety)
8. The message content, or surface level denotative references; what is communicated about
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9. The act

sequence, or

ordering

of

communicative/speech acts, including turn-taking and overlap phenomena

(Figure 1)
Searched Terms and Results (Figure 2)

alone

Term/Phrase
Searched

Results Yielded

Black

term not searched
alone

Drama

term not searched

Bitter

term not searched
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alone

Bitter Co-parenting

241,000

term not searched
alone

Baby Daddy Drama 2,030,000
Baby Mama Drama 2,830,000

Baby daddy

161,000,000

Baby mama

102,000,000

Co-parenting

37,700,000

Black Co-parenting

11,400,000

Co-parenting
Drama

Dead beat Baby
Daddy

120,000

Dead beat Baby
Mama

1,800,000

Bitter Baby Mama

348,000

Bitter Baby Daddy

660,000

797,000

Results
Genre
The co-parenting talk that I observed on YouTube overwhelmingly consisted of two main
genres; ranting and advice. Although in my note taking, I originally labeled a wider variety of
genres, I recognized that many of those could be considered sub-genres of rant and advice. The
less popular genres that were also observed during this EOC included discussion, and what I
consider to be sketch genre.
Rant The rant genre can be identified by the spontaneous nature of the video, the highly
emotional tone of the participants , and the fast rate of articulation. Many of the videos had a
high emotional content and were usually created by someone who regularly vlogged ([Monzzz
Zzz],2019) (Brown, K. [Karamo Brown], 2015) ([MyLife As Taryn], 2019) . In these videos
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there was only one participant, sharing their undisputed opinions about their co-parenting
experiences.
Advice The advice genre focuses on telling viewers “how to” deal with certain issues
pertaining to their co-parent. A large majority of these videos were created by amateurs, but
there also were videos in this genre created by professionals, such as family law attorneys, or coparenting counselors (Coleman, [Taquila Coleman],2019) (Grayson, [Merissa V. Grayson, Esq.],
2015) (Herron, [Terri Herron Law], 2019) (Joseph, M. [The Joseph Firm, P.A., 2019) .
Discussion The discussion genre, unlike advice and rant, always had more than one
participant offering their perspective in the YouTube video ([MadameNoire],2015)
([dadasphere], 2019).
Usually the discussion genre was framed by questions or statements about topics related
to co-parenting. For example, “do Black women value fathers?” ([MadameNoire],2015)
Sketch The sketch genre consisted of brief videos that focused on a plot centered around
common issues that co-parenting partners may face ([CoParent Drama], 2019, 2020).

Topics
An important note to make is that all observed videos had the same topic: co-parenting.
Therefore, this section will focus on sub-topics of these videos. The range of subtopics, pertained
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to people or circumstances that can be barriers to successful co-parenting. These sub-topics
appeared across all genres. These barriers included step parents ([CoParent Drama],2020a) ([313
meets 215],2017), ex-partners ([Little Lullaby],2017), new partners ([Fallon Favors], 2019b),
long distance ([Blended and Black],2018), child support ([Celebrity Life],2020), custody ([ALL
FATHERS MATTER!],2016), and absent parents([Cameo andbaby],2015).

Setting
The setting of many videos took place inside the homes of the video creator. There were some
videos however that captured candid footage of co-parenting conflict ([MRSDROZARIO].
2020), and were in cars, or public places such as restaurants or airports.
When the setting is in the home of the creator of the video, they are sitting, and are directly in front
of the camera ([Smart Suzan], 2017). This was common for videos in the rant and advice genre.
If the creator of the video was taping the environment around them, they were usually standing,
and the camera was facing away from them[RedWillsDIY ChargedUpVideo], 2018,2020). In
some instances the video creator would flip the camera towards and away from them, as they
commented on the situation taking place in their setting ([BeautifulxLover], 2015). The
participants in the discussion genre videos typically were seated as well. But these participants
were usually sitting around a centered object, typically a table ([The House of Commons, 2015) .
The sketch genre videos, although fictional, also took place in the homes of the participants
([This Is itv],2018). The setting of the videos taking place in homes, or in real time, can support
the transparency that the participants want to communicate.

Purpose & Key
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The purpose of the communication that occurred in a video, usually was reflected in the key of the
communication. The key of communication describes the tone of the participant speaking. Here
are some of the main purposes that were revealed during my observation:
● To encourage
Videos made to encourage people who were watching usually told stories or offered tips on how
to co-parent. The videos usually shared the belief that anyone can attain a healthy co-parenting
relationship. The key in these videos were usually sincere and energetic ([TorahCents],2011).
● To educate
The communication that functioned as education for viewers also gave tips and advice, but in
these, the key was usually professional (Gregory, 2011). Communication with a purpose to
educate rarely had a high emotional content.
● To vent
Videos made to vent, were most common for the rant genre. Communication was intense and
emotional ([Valencia’s Life], 2016). The key was typically frustration. Sometimes this
frustration was not with the participant’s co-parent, but maybe with the viewing audience
(Porter, 2013a).

● To explain
Those videos in which the communication functioned to explain something, were usually advice
videos, but provided the participants’ theory on why or how things are the way they are. These
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“theories” either explained circumstances of the video creator, or that of viewers ([Mocha’s
CafeDeParis], 2017). These videos often communicated with a candid or contemplative key.
● To offer perspective
The communication that functioned to offer perspective was exclusive to those from the
discussion genre. The key in this communication varied on the perspective of the participants.
Some participants communicated in a matter-of-fact key, just attempting to be straightforward,
yet respectful ([SoulPancake], 2015). Others communicated in a persuasive key, attempting to
get other participants to agree with them, or see their side of things ([HLN],2012).
● To present
Communication in videos from the sketch genre, exclusively functioned to present. They
presented plots that featured situations that are likely to occur in a co-parenting relationship.
Unlike other videos, they did not offer solutions, but more looked for viewers to respond with
their opinions. These videos communicated in a satirical and many times light-hearted key
([CoParent Drama],2020a, 2020b, 2020c, 2020d, 2020e, 2020f, 2020g,2020h).

Participants
Participants in the videos were all from the Black speech community. All but one of the
video participants was a parent themselves ([msjigga05], 2011). All others were mothers,
fathers, step-mothers, or step-fathers. Those participants who were mothers or fathers varied in
the structure and status of relationships they had with their co-parents. Some biological coparents were married ([The Jay&Kay Show], 2018), or re-married (Ballat,2018), while a
majority were unmarried (Bozeman,2016), or divorced (Johnson, 2016). All step-parents were
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married (Noel, 2019) . Participants were mainly communicating from or about their experiences,
although there were few who were communicating based on observation of others. Those who
participated in discussion videos were primarily men, and men only ([HLN],2012). Those
discussion videos that had both men and women, either had a majority of women, or an equal
number of men and women. It is also important to note that although there was a lot of advice
given, only few videos included participants who were professionals in the areas of co-parenting
or family law.

Message Form & Message Content
Message form is related to vocal and non-vocal channels used to communicate. Message
content refers to the meanings conveyed by the message form. These two components will be
analyzed together as Saville-Troike makes clear that, “ Message form and message content are
closely interrelated, and the two components often cannot be separated in description and
analysis” (2003, p 120). For visual aid I will use a similar table to that of Saville-Troike to
explain the codes that were used in figure 3 (2003,p.116).
Nearly all videos used a combination of standard and non-standard American English.
Vocal Channels When non-standard American English was spoken, it was always Black Vernacular
English. Some of the common words used to refer to a co-parent were “co-parent”, “baby
daddy”, “baby mama”, “child’s mother”, “child’s father”, and “ex”.
● “Hey YouTube. So I’m coming at you guys with a video. This video is going to talk
about how to get over your ex, your baby daddy, your situationship, any dead relationship
that’s been holding you back.” ([MissExclusive4],2018, 0:00-0:14)
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Words that were used to refer to the audience as a group included, “guys”, “ladies”, “men”,
“women” and “y’all” or “we”.
“For any of y’all that are doing co-parenting, y’all know how it is.” ([TellEm TBo, 2020, 2:33-2:36)
When the participant was referring to the audience as a single person words such as “girl”, “dog”,
“sis”, and “bruh”.
“.. he has the audacity, to sit here and say for a couple extra hours. Youuu need a couple extra hours!
(laughing). Lord, lord help me. Girl, girl, I just bypassed all that, because I wasn’t about to go
into all that. He just don’t get it girl.” (Moran, 2018, 12:18-12:38)
These words form a connection between the participant and their audience. The terms
that were used for individual groups were used by those who were both professionals and nonprofessionals.
Nonverbal codes communicated through vocal channels varied. Sighs, grunts, lip
smacking, teeth sucking were all used to communicate an annoyance, or displeasure.
Clapping, snapping, one-syllable rhythm, and smacking one’s fist into an open hand while
nodding the head up and down, all were used when participants were being aggressive, or trying
to place emphasis on the serious nature of their message.
Nonvocal Channels Verbal codes through nonvocal channels included text, as well as song
instrumentals. Periodically, text would be flashed across the screen, to offer a disclaimer, or a
special note for the audience. Text, also should be considered when looking at the titles of the
videos. In one instance, a participant made a video to vent, and before she began to speak, she
played the instrumental for “Knuck if You Buck” by Crime Mob ([MRSDROZARIO],2020,
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2:30-2:58). This song is well known in the Black community as a fighting song, and is associated
with violence. The participant in this video wanted to communicate her frustration with her stepchildren’s biological mother.
Nonverbal codes though nonvocal channels consisted of silence, camera zooms, and eye
motions. In nearly all videos where silence was used, it communicated that a very serious or
heavy topic or story was about to be told or talked about. Camera’s usually zoomed inward
during a video to capture the audience’s attention, to either focus on details of the physical
environment, or details of the participant’s message. Side-eyes were used when participants
disagreed with someone else’s actions([Shantae Latrece], 2017, 0:16-0:18), while eye-rolls were
used to communicate annoyance.
Figure 3

VOCAL
V
E
R
B
A
L

-

Standard English

-

Nonstandard English
-

NONVOCAL
-

Black Vernacular English
-

Several regions
throughout the U.S.

-

-”sis”
-”bruh”
-”Y’all”

-

-”we”

N

-

Sighs

Text displayed across the screen
-

“Disclaimer”

-

“(Name, Position/title)”

Titles of videos
-

“Baby daddy”

-

“Baby mama”

-

“Co-parent”

Song instrumentals
-

-

Silence

“Knuck if you Buck”
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-

Grunts

-

Zooming in with camera

-

Lip smacking

-

Side eye

-

Teeth sucking

-

Eye roll

-

Clapping

-

Snapping

-

Smacking fist into open hand

-

One syllable rhythm

Act Sequence
The last component that was analyzed was the act sequence. Even with 100 videos, the act
sequences between the rant and advice genre videos, remained fairly constant. Videos would
begin with a greeting where the participant(s) would introduce themselves. Following the
introduction of the participant, the topic that would be discussed in the video was introduced.
The participant would then give some background information on why that topic would be
discussed. The story would then be told, argument presented, or information disseminated.
Lastly, the participant would present the key takeaway and/or present their audience with a call
to action.
A. Greeting
B. Introduction of Topic
C. Purpose of talking about the topic
D. Story, Argument or Information
E. Key take away or call to action
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For videos from the skit genre. The sequence changed in that it gave no greeting. Rather it
began with an introduction of the topic or the scene. Skit genre, also did not present any call to
action. Instead it ended with a screen with text, asking viewers for their opinions.
A. Introduction to the topic or scene
B. Skit or sketch
C. Asks viewers for their thoughts through text on screen

The act sequence for videos from the discussion genre included a repetition component.
This sequence varies on the number of participants taking part in the discussion.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Introduction of question
Participants take turns to discuss (turn taking varies based on number of participants)
Repeat steps A&B until there are no more questions
Offers key takeaways
Farewell greeting

Recommendations
A New Definition of Co-parenting
Being a co-parent doesn’t mean not being in a relationship with a child’s parent. It also does not
necessarily mean sharing an equal responsibility for the child. As I watched the different
YouTube videos, I simultaneously took information and applied it to my own co-parenting
relationship. What I surmised is that we need a new definition for understanding co-parenting.
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Co-parenting seems to in fact be a relationship that consists of contributing a meaningful and
balanced amount of love, discipline, finances, and whatever else co-parents agree to be
significant factors in producing a well-rounded & productive human being.
Co-parenting is typically discussed as a relationship that occurs after the decline or ending of a
romantic relationship . I recommend co-parenting from conception. I believe this will result in
the most productive, civil, and even loving familial relationship. In addition to productivity, and
civility, the transition from a romantic relationship to solely co-parenting relationship will be a
much smoother process.
It is important that co-parents attempt to identify with one of the communication roles.

Your Co-parent As A Partner
The manner in which people view their co-parenting partner greatly influences the way
they communicate with them. I recognize that the communication in my own co-parenting
relationship made significant improvements once I ceased to view my co-parent as my exboyfriend. My observations of the YouTube videos support this recommendation. Many mothers
and fathers that were giving advice on how to limit conflict or confrontation called viewers to
refer to their co-parent as something that reflects the true nature of their relationship such as “coparent” or “mother/father of my child”. I would take this recommendation further by suggesting
that co-parenting partners select a name that references the connection between them. Neglecting
to refer to a co-parent as “ my child’s mother/father” either causes them to be viewed as, or
reflects a view that they are only connected to the child. Just as the way disconnection can be
reflected in the name of reference, disconnection can also be displayed in the communicative
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interactions, which could ultimately manifest itself as relational disconnect, resulting in
increased conflict. Hence, viewing and referring to a co-parent as a “co-parent” or a “parentpartner”, will increase civility during conflict and will set the foundation for positive outcomes.
This recommendation extends to that of step-parents, because they become a co-parent as well.
Step-parents, when viewed as additional co-parenting partners, are capable of optimizing the
relationship between the biological co-parents.
Child-centered Co-parenting
The final recommendation is that co-parenting should be focused on the child. Even in
marginal matters, the child should remain the priority. Disputes such as child support, visitation,
and residential custody are never easy matters to solve, but co-parents can come to a solution
more quickly. This was a high regarded sentiment among the YouTube videos rather they were
asking/disseminating advice, having a discussion, or simply vlogging.
The videos that displayed communication between co-parents in a satirical key, revealed
the petty and unnecessary quarrels co-parenting partners go through when they focus on being
right or in control rather than on what would be best decisions for their child. I was able to
identify with a lot of the petty arguments.

Co-parenting Communication Roles
In addition to the recommendations, from my analysis of the communicative events of the
YouTube videos, I was able to formulate four co-parent communication roles. There is the
aggressor, the cooperator, the supervisor, and the shifter. The reason that I have considered these
as roles, and not as categories, is because these roles can change depending upon the content, the
purpose, or the other participants involved in the communicative interaction.
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Roles are described by the tone and type of communication the co-parent uses with their
co-parenting partner, the manner in which the co-parent views their co-parenting partner, and the
co-parent’s goal of the communicative interaction.
It is important to identify the roles that one assumes when communicating with their coparent. It will assist in preparing to communicate , as well as self-reflection once the
communicative interaction has ended. Knowing the roles in general can be helpful, because
parents can then choose which role is most conducive for optimal civility and productivity.
Furthermore, it assists in determining the resources co-parent partners may consider seeking,
such as counseling, or mediation.

Aggressor
When a co-parent assumes the role of the aggressor, that co-parent uses communication
that is very antagonistic towards the other. This communication role is likely to escalate minor
conflicts into major conflicts. In an aggressor role, a co-parent will oftentimes view their coparent(s), as their opponent rather than a teammate or partner. The aggressor wants to be in
control, but the co-parent in this role oftentimes communicates irrationally to and about their coparent based on an emotional response.
Cooperator
When a co-parent undertakes the role of the cooperator, this co-parent uses
communication that is inclusive. This co-parenting communication role functions to encourage
collaboration. A cooperator views their co-parent(s) as their partner, and wants to work with
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them. The cooperator strives to find solutions that work for the entire family, but places the
child’s needs first. A co-parent assuming the cooperator role will set their emotions and personal
conflict to the side or even behind them, for the
Supervisor
When a co-parent assumes the role of the supervisor, they use communication that is inclusive,
yet direct. This communication role is likely to adopt a business-professional approach to coparenting to limit conflict. The co-parent views their co-parenting partner as a co-worker, or
possibly even a subordinate. In the supervisor role the co-parent does not seek to have control,
but for the communicative interactions with the co-parent to remain civil. A co-parent in the
supervisor role will typically communicate and make decisions based on rationale and excludes
emotion while navigating co-parenting confrontation.
Shifter
The shifter is one of the most unique of the co-parenting communication roles. This is because
the shifter role is a range of the other roles in one communicative interaction. When a co-parent
assumes the role of the shifter the communication can begin with the goal of collaboration, but if
during the interaction the co-parent begins to feel they are being disrespected, or their rights are
being violated, they may shift to the role of the supervisor or aggressor. Although no coparenting communication role is constant and unchanging, the shifter specifically changes their
goal and tone within the communicative interaction. The shifter role, although unique, is not
uncommon. This role can especially be observed in new co-parenting pairs, or when a new
circumstance arises in the co-parenting relationship, such as the introduction of a step-parent.

Discussion
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Advocating for Black Fathers & Calling for Black Mother Maturity.
Many videos by both Black women and Black men seem to advocate for Black fathers’
involvement in the raising of their children. Furthermore, when a Black father is uninvolved
many YouTube videos are calling for Black mothers to be the more mature parent in the
relationship. They are asked to let go of the past and to move on. They are also in a way held
accountable for the father not being involved. When Black mothers or Black fathers discuss
women in the YouTube videos being angry with the father of their children, and adjusting the
co-parenting relationship based on that anger, they are then categorized as “bitter”.
In one video, a man describes the difference between “bitter baby mama”, and the mother of
your child.”
“ A baby mama come run down time to put yo fuckin’ ass on child support for
no reason. You understand me? You may be doing fa ya kids but she on’t
like that shit. That you done moved on. She thinkin’ you supposed to be der
wid her. She mad! That's the baby mama bitch. But the mother yo child
accept the fact that y'all not workin’ out no mo. So she got to move on and
you go to move on.” (Brown ,2016a,0:32 -0:57)
I recognized a difference in tone when the participant is talking to angry mothers as
opposed to uninvolved fathers. Youtubers appear to have more patience in their tone with
fathers. The message is functioning to be persuasive. Conversely, when YouTubers are speaking
to specifically women, who they consider to be “bitter baby mamas”, the tone is one of
reprimand, and functions to chastise them for poor behavior. Yet, when Black mothers make
videos to describe negative feelings about their co-parenting relationships, they do so in addition
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to apologies and clarifications. They do not want to sound like they are complaining, or being
difficult, out of fear of criticism.
“like as a mom having to watch that is like devastating. You know, like it breaks my
heart to have to see my child be treated like that, and it puts you in a really hard
place. Y’all I’m finna be like really honest like it puts you in a really hard place (on
the verge of tears) because it's like when you say something, like you say something,
it’s ‘awww you're bitter, you still want him’. Like no. I’m just done with my child
being treated like crap. Like what kind of human disappears for months with no
explanation and just pops back up. Where do they do that at?!” ([MyLife As Taryn],
2019, 2:16-3:05)
Fathers, when expressing their displeasure with their co-parent are confident while
filming. I believe that participants have more patience for fathers than mothers because a father's
perspective is often overshadowed during co-parenting conflict. Mothers are held accountable
because they are often the gatekeepers of children, having the ability to limit the father’s
involvement in the child’s life. This patience that is shown for fathers, is rare in the legal system,
making YouTube a safe place for fathers to seek parenting advice, or to share or vent about the
struggles they face as fathers.
Experienced Professionals
This persuasion and chastisement element change when the YouTuber is a professional.
The legal family attorneys, and co-parenting counselors gave great sound advice. Although it
may have initially appeared to be advice based on knowledge and professional experience, it was
revealed that these individuals had personal experiences with co-parenting as well. When
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families seek out mediation or legal assistance, this is a component they should consider when
selecting professional help. Based on experience the professional would have an immediate
connection to the family they are assisting.
So Much Advice!
Although I did not search specifically for advice when looking for videos, a majority of
the results yielded tips and advice for successful co-parenting. I found this interesting, because it
reveals that this speech community sees the need for an improvement in co-parenting
relationships. Furthermore, it uncovers that the Black community views co-parenting as a
significant factor in child-rearing.

Limitations
One of the key limitations to this ethnography of communication is the number of videos
used to yield results. This is not as exhaustive as it should be, nor is it as exhaustive as I would
like it to be. Another limitation is the proof of authenticity. When these participants are on
camera are they being their truest selves? Or is this them playing a role? A third limitation to be
noted is the two salient components excluded from my analysis: Norms of interpretation and
rules of interaction. I excluded these, because I knew the variation would be too large for me to
cover in one project. These components deserve attention as they add to an understanding of coparenting communication

Conclusion
“The system”, as many participants used to refer to the family court process, favors
mothers and is a revolving door for generations of “broken” families. There ought to be an
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adjustment in the way co-parenting is discussed, so that parents take the necessary steps to begin
co-parenting from conception. Research about co-parenting communication can of course help
those who work with families, but it should more importantly directly benefit the families
themselves. Ideally, a formulation of self-help strategies, for co-parenting partners, as well as for
people they choose as mediators, may serve as more useful than waiting for implementation of
legal action. Black co-parents deserve attention in research. Not as a means to reveal phenomena,
but as a means to finding practical solutions for improving the communication, and furthermore
the lives of Black families.

Appendix A
List of YouTube Video Titles & Links
1.

AVOID BAB Y D ADDY DR AMA ... 10 T IPS
2.

BABY DAD DY DRA MA

3.

HOW TO IG NORE YOU R BABY DA DDY | RICH SING L EMO MM A.CO M

4.

TYRE SE : THER E' S A B LACK F ATHE RHOOD CRI SI S

5.

BABY MAMA DR AMA!! LET THAT MAN BE A FA THE R TO HI S KI DS!!!

6.

HOW TO SUC CE SSFU LLY CO PAR ENT YO UR KI DS W/ TO MMY SOTO MAYO R! PT 1

7.

HOW TO SUC CE SSFU LLY CO PAR ENT YO UR KI DS W/ TO MMY SOTO MAYO R! PT 3

8.

HOW TO SUC CE SSFU LLY CO PAR ENT YO UR KI DS W/ TO MMY SOTO MAYO R! PT 4

9.

HOW TO D EAL W ITH THE B ABY M AMA /BA BY DAD D Y DRA MA P ART 1. A MU ST SEE!

10.

WOR SE THAN A CRA ZY BAB Y MO MMA

11.

HONE STE A E P.1 | BA BY( DADDY ) D RA MA S ??
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12.

DO B LACK WO ME N VA LUE FATH ER S? | A SK A BLA CK M AN | MA DAM ENOIR E

13.

CO-PA REN TING - WHE N YO U HA TE YOU R CHI LD 'S FATH ER (OR MO THER )

14.

BABY DAD DY, B ABY MO MA !? DR AMA .. - AUGU ST 7, 2015

15.

ME SSAGE TO FA THER S | STOP DI SR ESPEC TING YO UR CHI LD S MOTH ER

16.

BABY DAD DY, B ABY M AMA V S CHILD SUP POR T

17.

STO P C OM PLAI NING YOU PI CKED YOU R B ABY DA D DY! !

18.

PARE NT S TEL L ST EP PAR ENT S WHA T THEY RE AL L Y THI NK

19.

CO-PA REN TING - WHE N T HE STEP MO M (OR ST EP D AD) ST ART S RUNNI NG THE SH OW .

20.

BABY MA MA VS. THE MO THER O F Y OUR CHILD

21.

KNOW YOUR RIGH TS! BITTER BA BY MA MA TRI ED TO TAKE MY DA UGHTER AWA Y

22.

PSA DO NT BE A BIT TER B ABY MO M

23.

LONG DISTANCE CO-PARENTING

24.

STOR YTI ME: DI VORC E, CO- PAR ENTI NG A ND MOVI NG FO RWA RD

25.

NO CON TAC T: CAN YOU U SE THE NO CON TAC T ME THOD AND CO- PARE NT

26.

NINO BROW N - DON 'T HAT E YOUR CHI LD BEC AUSE IT R ESEMBLE S TH E FATH ER

27.

BITTER BABY MA MA'S

28.

HOW I MAKE CO- PAR ENTI NG WORK WI TH MY EX

29.

BITTER BABY MA MA THEO RY

30.

“STE P- PAR ENTI NG”

31.

I TRI ED TO CO- PARE NT | #VED A D AY 18 | LIFE WIT H VICKI

32.

Stop the child support system , start co-parenting with your baby daddy

33.

6 TIP S FOR SUCC ESSFUL CO- PAR ENT ING

34.

Just Ignore Baby Mama Drama
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HOW I FO RGAV E MY AB SEN T CO-PARE NT

36.
HOW TO CO -PAREN T D URING TH E HO LIDA YS | A T LANTA FAMILY LA W A TTO RNEY |
MEL ANIE CE BAR DLE Y MCKNI GHT
37.

EFFECT IVE WA YS ON HOW TO CO- PARE NT

38.

CO-PA REN TING WI TH BIT TER BA BY MA MA

39.

YOU C AN'T CO -PA REN T WITH AN IDIO T

40.

5 ST EP S TO DEA LING WI TH A B ITT ER BA BY DADD Y

41.

HOW TO CO PAR ENT PEAC EFULLY WHEN YOU HA TE HI M/H ER

42.

HOW TO CO -PAREN T WITH YOUR EX

43.

Single Mother Manipulation Tactics

44.

HOW TO CO -P AREN T WITH A BAD E X A ND PUT HI M IN HI S PL ACE / SI NGL E MU MS

45.

HOW TO G ET OVER YO UR BABY DADDY

46.

CO-PA REN TING V S. PAR AL LEL P AREN TING

47.

BITT ER BAB YM AMA STI LL

48.

WHAT I S A DEADBEAT FATHE R? PARE NTING AD VI CE.

49.

CO-PA REN T: TALK TO YO UR KI DS MORE

50.

HOW TO EASE LONG DI STA NCE CO PARE NTIN G CO NFLI CT

51.

LET S CHAT : SPI LLI NG THE TE A! DEA LING WI TH A N IGNO RANT B ABY DAD DY VLOG!

52.

HOW TO SE T U P A LONG DI STAN CE PA REN TING PL AN!

53.

CO-PA REN TS | E PI SODE 1 - P AREN TA L GUI DANC E | SH YTB EHA PPE NING PR E SEN TS |

54.

WHY I 'M NO LO NGER CO- PAR ENT ING

55.

TIPS FOR CO- PAR ENTI NG

56.

WHY ARE SO MANY B LACK M EN DEAD BE AT DAD S? DEA DBE AT DAD S ON BLA ST …
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57.
HOW TO TALK TO YOU R CH ILD ABO UT THEI R A B SENT FA THER W ITHOU T I T O PE NING UP
OLD WOUN DS- P ART 1

58.

HEAL THY COPA REN TING TI PS ♥

59.

HOW TALKI NG PAR ENT S CAN IM PRO VE YOUR CO- PARE NT RE LATIO NSH IP

60.

HOW TO CO PARE NT WI TH YO UR BIT TER EX

61.

HOW TO CO PAR ENT W ITH A NARCI SSI ST BY RC BL AKES

62.

THE BE ST WA YS ON HOW TO D EAL WI TH A D EAD B EAT DAD TR UST ME

63.

CAN Y OU C O-P AREN T SU CCE SSFU LLY?

64.

HOW TO CO -P AREN T I N THE SU M MER | F LORID A F AMIL Y LAW F REE BIE

65.

HOW TO HA NDL E I SSUE S & CO -PA REN T | FLOR IDA FAM ILY LA W FRE EBI E

66.

5 TIPS TO GET OVER YOUR BA BY DADD Y!

67.
DO YOU F IND IT HARD TO CO- PAR ENT W ITH YOUR EX? SA NITY SAVIN G T IP S FOR COPARE NTING !
68.

HOW TO CO -PARENT AS A STEP PARENT

69.

HOW TO CO -PAREN T WITH A TOXIC EX

70.

RELA TION SHI P A DVIC E: HO W TO CO- PARE NT WI T H AN E MOTIO NAL LY BIT TER EX

71.

DO W E C O-PAREN T? FA MILY? | Q&A TI ME

72.

STOR YTI ME SERI ES , M Y D EAD BEA T BABY DA D PT .1

73.

5 TIPS TO DEA L WITH YOU R BABY DA DDY 'S NE W GIRLFRIEN D!

74.

DEADB EA T B ABY DAD PT.2 ! (WI TH PIC TUR ES)

75.

HOW TO CO -PAREN T A FT ER SEPA RATI NG.

76.

DEAD BE AT DAD | SINGL E MO M RA NT

77.

GIVE ME B ACK MY STU FF! !!

78.

STE P WHO NO W?!?
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79.

CUSTODY EXC HANG E...B UT DID YOU HAV E TO BRI NG TH EM?!?

80.

MEE TING TH E ST EP- PAR ENT W HEN TH EY DON' T W ANT TO BE M ET!

81.

SET TING AN D MAIN TAINI NG BOUND ARIE S W / CO -P ARENT | SING LE PAR ENT ING 2019

82.

STE P- MO M SP ANKE D ME!

83.

CO PARENTING WITH A TOXIC EX | TH E R EA L

84.

WHAT 'S WO RSE SE PAR ATION W ITH MA RRIAG E O R WI TH KI DS???

85.

I NE ED MOR E MON EY!!

86.

SHE I S NO T Y OUR MO M!! ! ***EX PLI CIT***

87.

|MO M TALK S| HO W TO CO PAR ENT IN TW O DI FF ER ENT STAT ES

88.

I'M NOT A LLO WED TO EA T THAT!! * EXPLICI T*

89.

YOU A RE NOT TH E FATH ER!

90.

BABY MAMA , BABY D ADDY DR AMA

91.

HOW TO CO -P AREN T WHEN I T' S NO T EA SY

92.

WEL COM E TO CO PAR ENT DR AM A! PL EA SE: WA TC H, CO M MEN T, LIK E, AND SUB SCR IBE !

93.

HOW TO CO -PAREN T WHEN YO U R ESENT TH E FATHER

94.

STOR YTI ME | CU STO DY UPD ATE P ART 1 | STA Y A T HOME MO M OF 4

95.
EP.22 WHA T' S YOUR DE FINI TION OF A "D EAD BEA T FA THER "? | THE M ELA NAT ED CONVO
PODCA ST
96.
STE PH EN JA CKSO N K EE PS IT RE AL ON H IS BI TT ER BA BY MO MMA S "I 'V E PAID MI LLIO NS
IN CHI LD SU PP ORT "
97.
CO PARENTING
98.
TOXIC FRI END S/ F AMI LY!
99.
BITT ER BAB Y MA MA PL AYING GA ME S DURING A P ANDE MIC , I THI NK SHE GOT IT W ANT S
ME DEA D. SUSC RIB E SHAR E
100.
CONFE SSION S OF A COPA REN T EPI SOD E 2: IN FIDE LITY (TH E DE MISE O F THE
RELA TION SHI P)
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